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Abstract  A dense temporal logic specication method for the develop
ment of reactive systems is introduced The two development constructs
of this method are renement and composition A reactive system is
specied by a pair consisting of a machine and a condition on the com
putations of this machine In order to compose such systems composi
tionally  each machine step contains additional information such as this
is a system step  or this is an environment step or this is a commu
nication step Compositionality enables us to break renement between
complex systems into renement between small and simple systems The
latter can then be veried by existing proof rules for renement which
are reformulated in our formalism
  Introduction
We present a compositional renement method for reactive systems A system
is called reactive if it maintains some ongoing interaction with its environment
for example an operating system This contrasts with transformational systems
where from some input without further interaction output is produced Be 
cause of this characteristic reactive systems are described as sets of behaviours
histories Here we present a framework which can model both CSP based and
shared variable based concurrency using the work of Sta BKP BKP	
DK
 KMP

In section  reactive systems are specied by sets of histories together with a
basis The latter provides syntactic information about the channels and variables
of the specied system A history is pair consisting of an event and a state
function The domains of these functions are the non negative real numbers
the underlying dense model The event function maps each non negative real
number to an event an action occurring during the operation of the system and

its environment and the state function maps each real number to a state of the
system and its environment The intuition is that an occurrence of an action
causes potentially a state change as illustrated in Figure 
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Events 
States s  x
R

R

 a state function
 an event function
Fig    Illustration of the notion of state and event function  which together charac
terise the notion of computation of a machine It illustrates the following computation
initially s  x  	  	  the event a changes x into   ie  s doesnt change In the
interval 	  t
 
 there are only  events Event i at point t

changes s  x into    At
point t

  the event e changes s into  and at point t

  the event i doesnt change s or
x
The use of real numbers as domain for the event and state function han 
dles the stutter problem in renement This problem rst observed by Lam 
port Lam is as follows Given two behaviours of a system let the rst be 
haviour contain only consecutive snap shots of the system that dier from each
other whereas the second behaviour besides containing these same snapshots
contains additional consecutive duplicates of these This is called stuttering
From the viewpoint of an observer these behaviours are considered as equivalent
Consequently any formalism that allows to distinguish between these behaviours
is not abstract enough and has a power of discrimination which is too strong
wrt the criterium of observable behaviour chosen An example of such a too
discriminating formalism is linear temporal logic with the next operator
      
 In
the present formalism this excessive expressive power is avoided as follows state
changes caused by events happen only now and then so that in between each
two consecutive changes there are uncountably many instants of time at which
nothing happens Consequently it is impossible to count or express stutter
steps because the model is saturated with them Furthermore the use of real

numbers for dening the event and state function enables us to express hiding
of variables as existential quantication and consider renement as implication
even if there are more states on the abstract level than on the concrete level
Let the history illustrated in Figure  be a history at the abstract level where x
is the variable that should be hidden and let the history illustrated in Figure 
describe the concrete level The history of Figure  is a renement of the history
of Figure 
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Events 
States s
R

R

 concrete state function
 concrete event function
Fig    Illustration of the following concrete computation initially s  	  the event
a doesnt change s  the event i changes s into   and event e changes s into 
The assumptioncommitment approach is used to achieve compositionality in
CSP based concurrency MC and shared variable concurrency Jon These
two approaches are unied in CC
	 These unication ideas are used here ie
we use an event variable to store compositionality information like this is a
system step or this is an environment step or this is a communication step
The use of event variable is inspired by the work of BKP This enables us
to describe parallel composition of reactive systems by conjunction Note that
in for instance Lamports work on TLA Lam
 this is not always the case
x  kx   must be modelled as disjunction because conjunction leads to a
one process specication x   In our model however it can be modelled as
conjunction because the specication of one component also contains environ 
mental information especially about the other component With a conjoining
operator the histories of both components are merged into a history of the com 
posite one This conjoining operator which is based on CC
	 corresponds in
our model almost to conjunction This operator is an extended version of Aczels
parallel composition operator Acz it can also handle CSP based concurrency

whereas Aczels can only handle shared variable based concurrency
We also investigate how composition relates to renement ie in fact we
obtain the notion of compositional renement ZCdR
 Compositional rene 
ment means intuitively that if the components of an abstract composed system
are rened by the components of a concrete composed system then the total
abstract composed system is rened by the total concrete composed system ie
renement is preserved under composition This enables the reduction of rene 
ment problems for large complex systems to a number of renement problems
between small simple systems In fact without this property we wouldnt have
been able to prove correctness of some complicated examples like stable storage
and Dijkstras solution to the readers and writers problem
The dense temporal logic DTL based on histories is introduced in section 
This logic is based on Sta BKP	 DK
 KMP
 A salient feature of
this logic is the immediately after operator 
 
 in a version which is stutter
insensitive The logic is used to  specify our systems  express renement
and composition between systems and  verify renement between systems
We will apply our formalism to an simple example In Cau
 the formalism
has been applied to prove correctness of a fault tolerant system implementing
stable storage and Dijkstras solution of the readers and writers problem The
full proof of those examples and all the proofs of the lemmas and the theorems
given in this paper can be found in Cau

 Specication of Reactive Systems
This section explains how reactive systems can be specied Firstly they will be
specied at the semantical level ie by sets of histories A history intuitively
species which event occurs at a particular point and in what state the system is
at that particular point Secondly reactive systems are specied using the dense
temporal logic DTL
  Semantic Specication of Reactive Systems
Reactive systems will be specied by sets of histories A history is a pair consist 
ing of an event function and a state function An event function records at each
point ie for each positive real including zero which event occurs An event is
an instantaneous occurrence of an action during the operation of a system that
can be generated by that system or by its environment and that is of interest at
the given level of abstraction Four kinds of actions are distinguished
 Communication actions a b ie actions that transmit information over a
channel A channel is a connection between the system and its environment
 System actions i ie non communication actions of the system
 Environment actions e ie non communication actions of the environment
 Silent actions  ie actions that dont inuence the status of the system

Event states are introduced in order to record which event occurs during the
operation of the system An event state corresponds to the usual notion of state
in that instead of normal program variables event variables are used
Denition  Event state Let Chan denote a nonempty set of channels names 
Let E denote the set of event variables with typical elements   

  
 
      Event
variable  will record which action occurs during the operation of the system
and the event variables 

  
 
     are auxiliary event variables recording which
actions occur in components of the system  Let A denote the set of actions with
typical elements i denoting system actions e denoting environment actions
a b

   denoting respectively an input communication action over channel a
and an output communication action over channel b and  denoting the silent
action  An event state is a mapping  from E to A  Let  denote the set of all
event states 
A state function records at each point a non negative real number the process
state ie the usual notion of state of a system and its environment In order to
distinguish the normal variables from the event variables the normal variables are
called here process variables Three kind of process variables are distinguished
 Shared process variables which are shared between a system and its envi 
ronment
 Local process variables which are only accessible by a system
 Rigid variables which are not changed by the system and its environment
ie which are only used for specication purposes
Denition   Process state A process state is a mapping from variables to
values  Let V denote the set of shared variables with typical elements s     and
X the set of local variables V   X   with typical elements x     and R the
set of rigid variables with typical elements n      A state is a mapping  from
V  X R to the set of values V al  Let  denote the set of all process states 
As already said above event and state functions are mappings from the non 
negative reals to respectively event and process states Because of this strategy
some requirements are needed in order to specify reasonable histories Here
reasonable is used in the sense that in a bounded interval only a nite number
of non silent actions and process state changes can occur This requirement is
called the nite variability condition BKP	 Next several notions for functions
from R

the positive reals including  to some domain D are introduced in
order to dene this requirement and to formally dene the notions of event and
state functions
Denition  Discontinuous Given function f  R

 D  f is called
left continuous if t    ft  lim
t
 
t
ft
 

right continuous if t    ft  lim
tt
 
ft
 


In this paper we omit the value part of the communication  ie  which value is
transmitted  in order to ease the formalism a little bit

discontinuous at t if ft  lim
t
 
t
ft
 
  ft  lim
tt
 
ft
 

strongly discontinuous at t if ft  lim
t
 
t
ft
 
  ft  lim
tt
 
ft
 
 
f has the nite variability property i f has only nitely many points of discon
tinuity in any interval a  b  	 a 	 b a  b 
 R

 
Now event and state functions can be dened In DK
 it is explained why ini 
tial stuttering is needed to express renement in a logic with the help of existen 
tial quantication and implication To adopt this result we must rst dene what
notion of stuttering in our setting corresponds with the one of DK
 Within
our setting a stutter step is regarded as a step in which a non communication
action doesnt change the state As such initial stuttering can expressed by re 
quiring that in the rst interval the event function has the constant value 
and the state function remains constant Furthermore a state should remain
constant for some continuous interval of points in order to be observable Also
non  events are considered to be single points Another possibility would be for
the events to remain constant during an interval of points The intuitive mean 
ing of a history is that the points at which non  events occur mark the state
changes For these non  events the question to be answered is At which point
of the interval should the state change take place Answer at the last point of
the interval which describes the event So for events only the last point of the
interval is interesting because it marks the state change So why consider an
interval if only its last point is interesting This is explained by our choice for
letting non  events occur only at single points as captured by the following
denitions
Denition  restriction
For g  A
 
 A

 A

 A
 
dene gj
 
A

 A

 A

as gj
 
A

x  gx for x 
 A

 
For g  A
 
 A

 A

 A

 A

dene gj

A

 A
 
 A

 A

 as
gj

A

tx  gtx for x 
 A

 
Denition  Event function An event function 	 is a function from R

to  such that 	j

 
has the nite variability condition 	   i e  initial
stuttering and for all points t 	 is strongly discontinuous at t i 	t  
i e  an event function is almost constant   Let 
 denote the set of all event
functions 
Figure  illustrates the notion of event function At point t
 
event a occurs at
point t

event i occurs at point t

event e occurs and at all other points event
 occurs Points t
 
 t

and t

are here the strongly discontinuous points
Denition 	 State function A state function  is a left continuous function
from R

to  such that for all n 
 R and t 
 R

 tn  n i e  the
rigid variables dont change at all and for all x 
 VX j

x
satises the nite
variability property and j

x
x  lim
t
 
j

x
t
 
x i e  initial stuttering 
Let  denote the set of all state functions 
Figure  illustrates the notion of state function In interval   t
 
 the system is
in state s  x     in interval t
 
  t

 in state s  x     in interval t

  t


	
in state s  x     and in interval t

  in state s  x     The event i
at t

is an illustration of a non  stutter step
The following denition combines the notions of state function and event
function into the notion of history Two requirements are imposed on the combi 
nation of event and state function for it to result in a history The rst require 
ment is that silent actions dont give rise to process state changes The second
requirement is that communication actions dont change the shared variables
this requirement is imposed in order to model CSP Hoa like processes
Denition 
 History A history h is a pair h	  i where 	 is an event func
tion and  is a state function s t  a  action doesnt change the values of variables
from V  X i e  t  	t    t  lim
tt
 
t
 
 and a communica
tion action doesnt change the values of shared variables i e  t  	t 
a  	t  a  tj
 
V
 lim
tt
 
t
 
j
 
V
  Let H denote the set of all histo
ries 
The following denition denes when a history is stutter equivalent to another
history A history collapse function 
h
h is introduced that takes a history and
collapses it in such a way that the non stutter steps only occur at discrete points
elements of N and at all remaining points stutter steps occur Also a restricted
version of the history stutter equivalence relation is dened namely restricted to
the process state information The last one will be used to dene a process state
history stutter insensitive logic DTL Restricted to a special kind of formulae
we obtain the stutter insensitive logic
Denition  History collapse stutter equivalent Given history h 
 H
the history collapse denoted 
h
h is a function from H to H dened as 
h
h


h  dih where dih is the discretisation bijection for h from R

to R

and is
dened as follows
Let tth  k be the function from H N to R

that gives the point in R

of the
kth change in h formally
tth    
tth  k  

 mint j t  tth  k  	t 
 f  i  eg  t  lim
tthkt
 
t
 

Let nnh denote the number of nonstutter points of h  Then the discretisation
bijection dih for h is dened as follows
diht


 










tth  k  t k  tth  k   tth  k nnh   	 k  nnh
 k 	 t 	 k  
tth  k  t k nnh  k  nnh  k 	 t
tth  k  t k  tth  k   tth  k nnh   	 k
 k 	 t 	 k  
The inverse discretisation of h is denoted di
 
h  Given histories h

  h
 

 H
h

is history stutter equivalent to h
 
denoted h


h
h
 
i nnh

  nnh
 


and 

h
h


 

h
h
 

and 	

h
h


k  	

h
h
 

k  k 	 nnh

 i e  the number
of nonstutter steps should be equal the state information should be equal in
both collapsed histories and the event information should be equal in the points
of nonstuttering  h

is history process state stutter equivalent to h
 
denoted
h



h
h
 
i nnh

  nnh
 
 and 

h
h


 

h
h
 

 i e  only the process state
information is considered 
These notions are best understood by an example Whats done is that by
stretching resp compressing an interval as a rubber string the non stuttering
events are made to occur at an initial interval of the positive natural numbers
as shown in Figure 
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
 collapsed state function
 collapsed event function
Fig    Illustration of the collapsed history of Figure 
The basis provides syntactic info and consists of a process basis specifying
the local and shared variables of the system and a action basis which species
the input and output communication channels of a system The following def 
inition introduces the notions of basis and history sets The latter constrain a
specic process basis ie specic sets of shared variables and local variables are
constrained to change in specic ways whereas the variables outside this process
basis can change without restriction with exception of the rigid variables which
do not change at all
Denition  Basis history set constraining a basis A basis denoted by
B is a pair B
A
  B
P
 where B
A
called action basis is a pair In Out where
In is a set of input communication channels and Out is a set of output commu
nication channels and where B
P
called process basis is a tuple V X where
V a nite set of shared variables and X a nite set of local variables  Given a

history h 
 H and process basis B
P
 the process basis restriction of h denoted
hj

B
P
is dened as h	  j

VX
i  Given a set of histories H and process basis B
P

H is constrained by B
P
i h
 
  h


 H  h
 
j

B
P
 h

j

B
P
 h
 

 H  h


 H 
Next we introduce the notion of history specication as a pair consisting of a
basis and a set of histories constraining the process basis
Denition  History specication of a system A history specication
of a system denoted S is a pair B H where B is a basis and H is a set
of histories constraining process basis B
P
such that an environment action e
doesnt change the local variables of the system t  	t  e  tj
 
X

lim
tt
 
t
 
j
 
X
 
We also borrow several notions from topology for the denition of safety and
liveness sets of histories based on AS Informally a safety set of histories
consists of histories where nothing bad happens and a liveness set of histories
consists of histories where something good eventually happens
Denition  Safety and liveness set Let H be a set of histories and h 

H 
The prex of h of length t denoted h 
t
 is dened as
h 
t
t





h	t

  t

i  	 t

	 t
h	  ti t

 t
The distance function d from HH  R

is dened as
dh
 
  h




 


 if h
 
 h

 if h
 
  h



 supftR

jh
 
 
t
h

 
t
g
otherwise
H is called d open i h 
 H      h
 
 dh  h
 
   h
 

 H 
The topology with fH  H j H is dopen g as its basis is called the d induced
topology of H  d denoted 
d
 
H is called a 
d
 environment of h i H
 

 
d
 h 
 H
 
H
 
 H 
The interior of H denoted inH is dened as fh 
 H j H is a 
d
environment of hg 
The closure of H denoted clH is dened as H n inH nH 
H is a safety set i clH  H  H is a liveness set i clH  H 
Note the only set that is both a safety and a liveness set is H AS
Following Abadi and Lamport AL
 a specication method for systems
uses the notion of machine A machine consists of a set of states and a state 
transition relation Our intention is that the set of computations ie histories
of a machine used for describing a system should correspond to the history
specication of this system A machine however can only generate safety sets of
histories AS Therefore a liveness set is specied as a condition on the set of
computations histories of a machine Next the formal denition of a machine
is given


Denition   Machine The machine specication M of a system is a triple
B  I  T  where
 B the basis of M 	 a tuple In Out  V X  Note the shared variables
will be printed in bold faced style in order to distinguish them from the local
variables 
 I  a nonempty subset of  the set of initial states such that
 

  
 

   

j
 
VX
 
 
j
 
VX
  


 I  
 

 I i e  it con
strains the variables from V  X only 
 T  the statetransition relation nite T  

 such that
 

  
 

    
   h  

  
 
i 
 T  

j
 
R
 
 
j
 
R
 i e  the rigid
variables dont change at all 
 

  
 
  

  


    
   

j
 
VX
 

j
 
VX
 
 
j
 
VX
 

j
 
VX

h  

  
 
i 
 T  h  

  

i 
 T  i e  T constrains B
P
only 
 

  
 

    
   h  

  
 
i 
 T    a    a  

j
 
V


 
j
 
V
 i e  a communication action doesnt change the values of shared
variables and
 

  
 

    
   h  

  
 
i 
 T    e  

j
 
X
 

j
 
X
 i e 
an environment action doesnt change the values of local variables of the
system 
 

  
 

    
   h  

  
 
i 
 T   
 f  i  eg  

 
 
 i e 
no stutter transitions are specied 
Example 
  M  B  I  T  where the basis B

 fag    fvg  fug the initial
states I

 f 
  j u   and v  g and the transition relation
T

 fh  

  
 
i 
 

j
   a and 

u   and 
 
u   and 
 
v  

v or
   i and 

u   and 

v   and 
 
u   and 
 
v   or
   e and 
 
u  

u and 
 
v  

v  g
The concepts of event and state functions are related by the notion of compu
tation of a machine M  A computation of M intuitively expresses that an event
function and a state function t together in that at any point t any triple consist 
ing of  the event occurring at t  the state just before and including t and
 the state just after t belongs to the state transition relation ofM see g 
Because such a relation doesnt contain stutter steps but histories do a set of
stutter transitions should be dened in order to relate machine computations to
histories
Denition  Computation Let h  h	  i 
 H t 
 R

andM  B  I  T  
The step occurring at t in h is dened as Step
h
t

 h	t  t  lim
tt
 
t
 
i 
The set of stutter steps is dened as STU

 fh  

  
 
i j  
 f  i  eg



 
g 
A computation of M is a history h s t   
 I and t  Step
h
t 
 T 
Step
h
t 
 STU 
CompM denotes the set of all computations of M  

Lemma  Machine is safety LetM be a machine then CompM is a safety
set 
The machine specication of a system now consists of a machine M and a set
of histories L constraining the basis of this machine such that the closure of
the intersection of CompM and L equals CompM This is the machine
closedness property of a system specication introduced in AFK AL
 Let
A  B denote

A
S
B By a result of AS every set of histories can be writ 
ten as the intersection of a safety set and a liveness set namely clCompM  
L
T
clCompM L CompM L By the machine closedness property
this can be written as CompM
T
CompM L This implies that CompM
species the safety properties and CompM L the liveness properties of the
system
Denition  Machine specication A machine specication S of a sys
tem is a pair B CompM   L where M is a machine with basis B and L a
set of histories constraining only B
P
such that clCompM   L  CompM 
The set of computations of S denoted CompS is dened as CompM   L 
   DTL Specication of Reactive Systems
As mentioned above local properties are described by a machine and liveness
properties as a set of histories The dense temporal logic DTL with syntax
listed in table  describes both kinds of properties To suit the main purpose
of achieving a formalism for compositional renement our logic is a carefully
composed mixture of the dense temporal logics dened in Sta BKP	 DK

KMP

Table   Syntax of DTL Let value   V al  rigid variable n  R  observable variable
v  V  local variable x  X  event variable   E and channel a  Chan
Rigid Expressions
rexp   j n j n
 
jn j rexp
 
 rexp

j   
Expressions
exp  rexp j v j v
 
jv j x j x
 
jx j exp
 
 exp

j   
Event Expressions
evexp  a j a j i j e j  j  j 
 
j
Temporal formulae
p  true j exp
 
 exp

j exp
 
 exp

j evexp
 
 evexp

j p
p
 
 p

j p
 
b
U p

j p
 
b
S p

j xp j p j np
The   and
 
 priming of a variable denotes respectively the previous and
next value of the variable whereas the unprimed variable denotes the current
value p
 
b
U p

denotes strict present not included in the future until operator
from temporal logic and p
 
b
S p

denotes strict present not included in the past

since operator from temporal logic xp denotes existential quantication over
local variable x of p ie hiding A state expression is an expression without
any primed variables A state formula is a formula build from state expressions
without
b
U and
b
S operators Table  lists some frequently used abbreviations
Table   Frequently used abbreviations
b
 
p
 
 true
b
U p strict eventually p 
b

p
 
 b
 
p strict always p 
      
p
 
 p
b
U true for some time in the future p holds without
interruption 
 
p
 
 p  b
 
p nonstrict eventually 

p
 
 p  b

p nonstrict always 
p
 
Up

 
 p

 p
 
 p
 
b
U p

 nonstrict until 
b
 
p
 
 true
b
S p strict once p in the past 
b

p
 
 b
 
p strict hasalwaysbeen p 
      
p
 
 p
b
S true for some time in the past p held without
interruption 
e
      
p
 
 
      
p recently p held 
rst
 

e
      
false rst position in a history 
 
p
 
 p  b
 
p nonstrict once in the past 

p
 
 p  b

p nonstrict hasalwaysbeen 
p
 
Sp

 
 p

 p
 
 p
 
b
S p

 nonstrict since 
p
 
 p

 


p
 
 p

 p
 
entails p

p
 
 p

 


p
 
	 p

 p
 
is congruent p

Example  Some DTL formulae    a

 x    x
 
  a state transition
 
x   a safety property and
 
x  

x   a liveness property
Before we give the semantics of DTL formulae we dene for a variable x local
or event the x variant of a history
Denition  xvariant of a history Let h  h
 

 H w 
 XR and  
 E 
h
 
is a wvariant of h if 	
 
 	 and 
 
j

VXRnfwg
 j

VXRnfwg
 
h
 
is a variant of h if 	
 
j

Enf g
 	j

Enf g
and 
 
  
In the following denition the semantics of DTL is given without using valuation
functions for expressions ie this valuation function is implicitly dened by j
By convention boolean values are not explicitly denoted ie we shall write
h  t j true rather than h  t j true

 tt
Denition 	 Semantics of DTL

Let h  h	  i 
 H t 
 R

 n 
 R v 
 V x 
 X and  
 E 
h  t j 
 
  h  t j a
 
 a h  t j a
 
 a
h  t j i
 
 i h  t j e
 
 e h  t j 
 
 
h  t j n
 
 	n h  t j n
 
 
 	n h  t jn
 
 	n
h  t j x
 
 tx h  t j v
 
 tv h  t j 
 
 t
h  	 j x
 
 	x h  	 j v
 
 	v h  	 j 
 
 	
h  t j x
 
 
 lim
tt
 
t
 
x h  t j v
 
 
 lim
tt
 
t
 
v h  t j 
 
 
 lim
tt
 
t
 

t  	
h  t j x
 
 lim
t
 
t
t
 
x h  t j v
 
 lim
t
 
t
t
 
v h  t j 
 
 lim
t
 
t
t
 

h  t j exp
 
 exp

 
 h  t j exp
 
 h  t j exp

h  t j exp
 
  exp

 
 h  t j exp
 
  h  t j exp

h  t j exp
 
 exp

i h  t j exp
 
 h  t j exp

h  t j evexp
 
 evexp

i h  t j evexp
 
 h  t j evexp

h  t j exp
 
 exp

i h  t j exp
 
 h  t j exp

h  t j true
h  t j p i h  t 
j p
h  t j p
 
 p

i h  t j p
 
or h  t j p

h  t j p
 
b
U p

i exists a t

 t  h  t

 j p

and for all t
 
 t  t

  h  t
 
 j p
 
h  t j p
 
b
S p

i exists a t

 t  h  t

 j p

and for all t
 
 t

  t  h  t
 
 j p
 
h  t j xp i h
 
  t j p  for some h
 
  a xvariant of h
h  t j p i h
 
  t j p  for some h
 
  a variant of h
h  t j np i h
 
  t j p  for some h
 
  a nvariant of h
Denition 
 Satisability validity
Let p be a DTL formula h be a history and S be a system with basis B 
h satises p denoted h j p i h   j p 
p is satisable i h j p for some history h 
 H 
p is valid denoted j p i h j p for all histories h 
 H 
p is Svalid denoted S j p i h j p for all histories h 
 CompS 
Histp denotes the set of all histories satisfying p 
The following theorem states that the logic DTL is history process state stutter
insensitive Later on a restricted stutter insensitive version of DTL is considered
Theorem  DTL is stutter insensitive
For rigid expression rexp expression exp event expression evexp and DTL for
mula p 
t  h

  h
 
 h



h
h
 
 h

  t j rexp  h
 
  dih
 
  di
 
h

t j rexp
t  h

  h
 
 h



h
h
 
 h

  t j exp  h
 
  dih
 
  di
 
h

t j exp
t  h

  h
 
 h



h
h
 
 h

  t j evexp  h
 
  dih
 
  di
 
h

t j evexp
t  h

  h
 
 h



h
h
 
 h

  t j p i h
 
  dih
 
  di
 
h

t j p
The proof system for DTL listed in tables  and  is inspired on Bur Bur
BKP	 MP
 An erroneous variant of it appeared in BKP	

 Furthermore
a link with the proof system of KMP
 is established via axioms Axb Axf 

F
 was not copied correctly

ie since these axioms are needed for deriving their proof system Note the
models of Bur Bur need not to satisfy the nite variability condition
the persistency conditions once within an interval going a little bit back or
forward doesnt bring you outside that interval and the induction axiom
This reects the crucial dierence between the model of KMP
 and ours on
the one side and the model of Bur Bur on the other side The dierence
between the model of KMP
 and our model is that we introduced additional
compositionality information reected by axioms Ax Ax and Ax	
The proof system is for the pure logic ie it is not meant for a specic reac 
tive system Axioms Ax Ax
 characterise our notion of histories they should
follow from the denition of history Def  and because a history is a pair
consisting of a event and a state function also from Denition  and 	 Ax
and Ax are the axioms for substitution and quantication Axioms F F are
the axioms of the future part of DTL and P P the past part As rules we take
standard ones ie the modus ponus generalisation specialisation instantiation
and universal generalisation
Table   Axioms Let n  R  v  V  w  V  X  x  X and   E
S	  All the axioms for state formulae
Ax	    a    a    i    e 
 
    
Ax  rst     v
 
 v  x
 
 x Ax 

x  x v  v
Ax 
      
x
 
 x  v
 
 v  x
 

 x  v
 

 v
      
x
 
 
 x
 
 v
 
 
 v
 

Ax 

n  n
 
 n n Ax
    a    a v
 
 v
Ax     v
 
 v  x
 
 x Axa  b
 
p b
 
b
 
p
Axb  
      
p
      
p Axc  
      
p
      
p
Axd 
             
p
      
p Axe 
             
p
      
p
Axf  p  p
      
p 
      
p p

p
Ax 

b
 
true Ax 

b
 
b
 
b

false
Ax	  exp
 
 exp

 p exp
 
	w	 p exp

	w
 rexp
 
 rexp

 p rexp
 
	n	 p rexp

	n
 evexp
 
 evexp

 p evexp
 
		 p evexp

	
where p is a state formula and none of the variables appearing in respectively
exp
 
  exp

  rexp
 
  rexp

  evexp
 
and evexp

are quantied in p
Ax  xp p exp	x  np p rexp	n  p p evexp	
where none of the variables appearing in exp  rexp and evexp are quantied in p
F  b

p q r
b
U p r
b
U q F  b

p q p
b
U r q
b
U r
F  p  r
b
U q r
b
U q  r
b
S p F  q
b
U p  r
b
U p q
b
U q  r
F
  q
b
U p q  q
b
U p
b
U p F  q
b
U q  q
b
U p q
b
U p
F  q
b
U p  s
b
U rq  s
b
U p  r  q  s
b
U p  s  q  s
b
U q  r
P  b

p q r
b
S p r
b
S q P  b

p q p
b
S r  q
b
S r
P  p  r
b
S q r
b
S q  r
b
U p P  q
b
S p  r
b
S p q
b
S q  r
P
  q
b
S p q  q
b
S p
b
S p P  q
b
S q  q
b
S p q
b
S p
P  q
b
S p  s
b
S r q  s
b
S p  r  q  s
b
S p  s  q  s
b
S q  r

Table   Rules Let w  R  X  E
MP 
p  p q
q
SPEC 

p
p
for state formula p
GEN 
p
b

p
for state formula p in which all occurrences of
parameterised sentence symbols in p are rigid
INST 
p
p p
 
	p


where p
 
doesnt contain variables which are bound in p
UGEN  w 
p

 p
 
p

 wp
 
for w not free in p

The following denition characterises a machine M in DTL This kind of
DTL formulae is history stutter insensitive
Denition  Machine in DTL Given basis B  In Out  V X  Let
In be dened as fa j a 
 Ing and let Out be dened as fa j a 
 Outg  Let I
be a DTL formula over V  X without the
b
S  
b
U and  operators  Let T be a
nite set of DTL formulae  of the form event

 trans

 where event

is of
the form   a

where a


 fi  eg InOut and trans

a DTL formula over
VX and V
 
X
 
variables primed with
 
 without the
b
S  
b
U and  operators
such that   e 
V
xX
x
 
 x i e  an environment action doesnt change
the local variables of the system  Dene the stutter step denoted by stut as
     i V X
 
 V X   e V X
 
 V X  Let T be the DTL
formula stut 
W
T
   A machine in DTL is dened as B  I 
 
T 
Lemma   Given a machine in DTL B  I
 
T there exists a semantic machine
M  B  I  T  such that CompM  HistI 
 
T 
Denition  Machine specication of a system in DTL
Given a machine B  I 
 
T in DTL  Let WF  T be the set of weak fair
transitions and SF  T be the set of strong fair transitions  For  
 T dene
the enabledness condition for  denoted En as v

 v

v
 
 where  v

v
 

denotes the substitution of v

a list of variables not in V X for v
 
the list of
primed variables in   Let L be the DTL formula
V
WF

 
En
 
 
V
SF

 
En 
 
  The machine specication of a system in DTL is
then a tuple B  I 
 
T  L 
Note in above denition liveness property L is such that clHistI 
 
T  
HistL  HistI
 
T ie it satises the machine closedness property With
this proviso the following lemma becomes straight forward
Lemma  Given DTL machine specication B  I
 
T L of a system there
exists a semantic machine specication S  B CompM L such that CompM 
L  HistI 
 
T  L 

 Renement and Composition of Reactive System
Specications
We introduce the notion of renement and composition of reactive systems In 
tuitively renement implies that the set of histories of a concrete system is a
subset of the set of histories of the abstract system Composition implies that
the histories of the component systems are merged into composite histories
ie the histories of the composed system Our merge operator is based on the
merge operator of Aczel Acz Both are rst dened at the semantic level and
then for the DTL specications
 Semantic Renement and Composition of Specications
Renement and composition of reactive systems is dened at the semantical
level Renement implies that the set of histories of a concrete system is a sub 
set of the set of histories of an abstract system Because histories also contain
local information the subset relation doesnt correspond directly with renement
The local information should rst be projected away The following denition
captures this projection of local information
Denition   Observable system specication
Given system specication S  B H where B  In Out  V X  The
observable system specication is a pair OB O
X
H where OB denotes
the observable basis and is dened as OB

 In Out V   and O
X
H
denotes the set of observable histories corresponding to H and is dened as
fh 
 H j h
 

 H  h is an Xvariant of h
 
g 
Denition   Renement of systems Given concrete system S
c

 B
c
  H
c

and abstract system S
a

 B
a
  H
a
  S
c
renes S
a
 denoted S
c
ref S
a
 i OB
c
 
OB
a
 and O
X
c
H
c
  O
X
a
H
a
 
A more general denition of renement would be one in which both the abstract
and concrete system are composed of subsystems Therefore the notion of compo
sition is introduced Intuitively the composition of two systems is that matching
histories are merged into one history The matching condition is illustrated in
Figure  ie a history of one system matches a history of the other system if for
all time points t the following two conditions hold  the state information of
the two histories at time t are same and also a in both histories the  action
occurs at time t or b in both histories the environment action e occurs at
time t or c in one history at time t a process action i occurs and in the other
one an environment action e occurs at time t or d in both histories at time t
a communication action a occurs which is an input action in one of them and an
output action in the other one or e in one history at time t a communication
action occurs which is not an communication action in the other one and in the
other history an environment action e occurs So it is prohibited that the two
components each perform an i action simultaneously because we intend to model
	
interleaving where only communication actions can occur simultaneously Two
matching histories are then merged into one history by  copying the state 
information of the two histories in case a the resulting event becomes  in
case b the resulting event becomes ein case c the resulting event becomes
iin case d the resulting event becomes i and in case e the resulting event
becomes the communication action See again Figure  for an illustration of this
merging
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Fig    Merging two matching histories
Denition    Composition of two systems Given systems S
i
 B
i
  H
i

with B
i
 In
i
 Out
i
  V
i
 X
i
 i     such that In
 
 In

  Out
 
 Out


 and X
 
 X

   The composed system S  S
 
k S

is dened as B H with
B

 In
 
n Out

 In

n Out
 
 Out
 
n In

 Out

n In
 
  V
 
 V

 X
 
 X


and H

 H
 
N
H

  The
N
symbol denotes a merge operator which merges the
histories h
 

 H
 
and h


 H

into one history h and is dened as H
 
N
H



fh 
 H j h
 

 H
 
  h


 H

h  h
 
  h

g where for h  h	  i and h
j
 h	
j
  
j
i
j     h  h
 
  h

 i
   
 
   

 t 
 	t    	
 
t    	

t  
 	t  e  	
 
t  e  	

t  e
 	t  i  	
 
t  i  	

t  e
 	t  i  	
 
t  e  	

t  i
 a 
 In
 
 Out

 	t  i  	
 
t  a  	

t  a
 a 
 In

 Out
 
 	t  i  	
 
t  a  	

t  a
 a 
 In
 
nOut

 	t  a  	
 
t  a  	

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 a 
 Out
 
n In
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
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 a 
 Out

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 
 	t  a  	
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t  e  	

t  a
The following Lemma expresses that the making observable operation and the
merge operator are both monotonic and that the making observable operation
on the composed system is equal to the making observable operation on the
components

Lemma  Properties of O and
N

Given systems B
 
  H

 B
 
  H
 
 B

  H

 and B

  H

 then
a H

 H
 
implies H

N
H

 H
 
N
H

b O
X
 
H
 
N
H

  O
X
 
H
 

N
O
X

H


c H

 H
 
implies O
X
 
H

  O
X
 
H
 

d H

 H
 

N
H

 H

  H

N
H

   H
 
N
H


Now the compositional renement property can be inferred from the above
lemma
Theorem   Compositional renement Given abstract systems S
 
 B
 
  H
 

and S

 B

  H

 and given concrete systems S

 B

  H

 and S

 B

  H


such that OB
 
  OB

 and OB

  OB

 then
S

ref S
 
and S

ref S

implies S

k S

ref S
 
k S


  Renement and Composition of DTL Specications
The renement and composition notion of the previous section are translated
into DTL by dening this notion for machine specications Def 
 This means
that rst the observable machine specication should be dened in DTL
Denition   Observable machine specication in DTL Given machine
specication B  I
 
TL in DTL the corresponding observable machine spec
ication is dened as OB  X  I 
 
T  L 
The following lemma expresses that existential quantication relates to the se 
mantic notion of observable histories
Lemma  Given DTL machine specication S  B  I
 
TL then O
X
HistI
 
T  L  HistX  I 
 
T  L
Theorem  Renement of machine specications Given concrete machine
specication S
c

 B
c
  I
c

 
T
c
 L
c
 where B
c

 B
A
c
  V
c
 X
c
 and abstract
machine specication S
a

 B
a
  I
a

 
T
a
 L
a
 where B
a

 B
A
a
  V
a
 X
a
 
Then S
c
renes S
a
 denoted S
c
ref S
a
 i OB
c
  OB
a
 and X
c
 I
c

 
T
c
 L
c
 
X
a
 I
a

 
T
a
 L
a
 
Composition of DTL machine specications can be dened in the same way as
in the previous section
Denition   Composition of two DTL machine specications
Given DTL machine system specications S
i

 B
i
  I
i

 
T
i
 L
i
 where B
i



B
A
i
  B
P
i
 for i      Let
B
A
 

B
A

  
 
  

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 
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W
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W
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W
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
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
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Then the composed machine system specication S is dened as B H where
H

 
 
  


B
A
 

B
A

  
 
  

  I
 

 
T
 
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 
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 
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
 
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
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
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
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 
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
 X
 
 X


This denition can be easily extended for n DTL specications One has only
to dene a predicate 
	
B
A
   corresponding to the operation of merging n
components
Theorem  Semantic merge is almost conjunction Given the component
machine system specications S
 
and S

 and the composed machine system spec
ication S of denition  then HistI
 

 
T
 
 L
 

N
HistI


 
T

 L

 
HistH 
Example  
Given systems S
 

 B
 
  I
 

 
T
 
 L
 
 and S


 B

  I


 
T

 L

 where
B
 

 fcg  fag  fsg  ftg  I
 

 s  t      L
 

 true
T
 

   a  t    s  t
 
 s      c  t    s  t
 
 s  
  e  s  t
 
   t    e  s  t
 
   t  stut
 
B


 fbg  fcg  fsg  fug  I


 s  u      L


 true
T


   c  u    s  u
 
 s      b  u    s  u
 
 s  
  i  s  u      s  u
 
   u   e  s  u
 
   u  stut

The transitions of machine  and  are illustrated in gure  Note the stutter
transitions are not drawn in all subsequent gures in order to minimise the
number of edges
According to denition  the composition of S
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Fig    Transitions of S
 
and S


 Proving Renement of Reactive System Specications
This section explains how renement of reactive systems can be proved The
standard technique of Abadi and Lamport AL
 is used ie renement is
proven by providing a renement mapping from the concrete system to the
abstract system First we give its denition at the semantic level and then for
DTL specications
 Proving Semantic Renement of Specications
Renement of reactive systems is proved by means of a renement mapping
from the concrete system to the abstract system A renement mapping maps a
history at the concrete level to a history at the abstract level more specically
it maps the states appearing in the concrete history to states appearing in the
abstract history
Denition   Systems renement mapping Given concrete system S
c


B
c
  H
c
 and abstract system S
a

 B
a
  H
a
 s t  OB
c
  OB
a
  A renement
mapping from S
c
to S
a
is a mapping f from states appearing in histories of H
c
to states appearing in histories of H
a
 i e  f     s t  
 the values of
observable variables are not changed i e  for all  
  j
 
V
c
 fj
 
V
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 and
 for all h
c

 H
c
there exists a h
a

 H
a
s t  for all t 
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
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t and
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t  f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t 
Lemma 	 Given concrete system S
c

 B
c
  H
c
 and abstract system S
a


B
a
  H
a
 s t  OB
c
  OB
a
  If there exists a renement mapping from S
c
to
S
a
 then S
c
ref S
a
 
Next the concept of renement mappings is applied to machine specications
Renement means then that fCompM
c
 L
c
  CompM
a
 L
a
for renement
mapping f  This can be split into  fCompM
c
   L
c
  CompM
a
 and

 fCompM
c
   L
c
  L
a
 From fCompM
c
  CompM
a
 follows 
because fCompM
c
   L
c
  fCompM
c
 So the verication condition can
be split into a condition on machines and a condition involving machines and
supplementary conditions This leads to the following denition
Denition  	 Machine specication renement mapping Given abstract
machine specication S
a

 B
a
  CompM
a
   L
a
 where M
a

 B
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  I
a
  T
a

and concrete machine specication S
c

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 where M
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
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c
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  T
c
 
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That renement mappings are indeed sound for proving renement of machine
specications is stated in
Lemma 
 Given concrete machine specication S
c

 B
c
  CompM
c
 L
c
 and
abstract machine specication S
a

 B
a
  CompM
a
 L
a
 s t  OB
c
  OB
a
 
If there exists a renement mapping from S
c
to S
a
then S
c
ref S
a
 
  Proving Renement of DTL Specications
Proving renement of machine specications in DTL amounts according to The 
orem  to  the observable bases are equal and  that a certain formula with
two existential quantications is valid More specically
Denition  
 Renement of DTL machine specications Given concrete
machine specication S
c

 B
c
  I
c

 
T
c
L
c
 and abstract machine specication
S
a

 B
a
  I
a

 
T
a
 L
a
  Then S
c
renes S
a
 denoted S
c
ref S
a
 is dened by
OB
c
  OB
a
 and
X
c
 I
c

 
T
c
 L
c
 X
a
 I
a

 
T
a
 L
a
 
So we must have a rule to prove the following implication x

p

 x
 
p
 
 The
following rule derived from the proof system of table  and  does the job
p

 p
 
expx
 

x

p

 x
 
p
 
for x

not free in p
 
and none of the variables
appearing in exp is quantied in p
 
From the previous section it should be clear that exp expresses exactly the
renement mapping f  and that the proof can be split in a safety part and a
liveness part ie the proof of p

 p
 
expx
 
 of above rule is split into a safety
and a liveness part This culminates in the following proof rule for renement
based on similar ones in Lam
 KMP


Rule  Proof rule for renement
Given concrete machine specication S
c

 B
c
  I
c

 
T
c
 L
c
 and abstract
machine specication S
a

 B
a
  I
a

 
T
a
L
a
 s t  OB
c
  OB
a
  Let f be a
renement mapping from S
c
to S
a
then
S
c
j I
c
 I
a
fX
a
   S
c
j T
c
 T
a
fX
a
   S
c
j L
a
fX
a

j X
c
 I
c

 
T
c
 L
c
 X
a
 I
a

 
T
a
 L
a

Rule  and Theorem  are used in the following example
Example  
As abstract machine specication we take the composition of the machine spec 
ications S
 
and S

of example  As concrete machine specication we take the
composition of following machine specications S


 B

  I


 
T

 L

 and
again S

where
B


 fcg  fag  fsg  fvg  I


 s  v      L


 true
T


   a  v    s  v
 
 s      i  v    s  v
 
 s  
  c  v    s  v
 
 s      e  s  v
 
   v
  e  s  v
 
   v  stut

So S

diers from S
 
in that it has an extra internal step before the c commu 
nication
We want to prove S

k S

ref S
 
k S

 Instead of constructing the two
compositions and then applying Rule  we will rst use Theorem  and then
Rule  That is we only have to prove that  S

ref S
 
and  S

ref S


Case  is trivial so we will show the proof of  The condition that the
observable bases are equal is trivial So we must prove
X

 I


 
T

 L

 X
 
 I
 

 
T
 
 L
 

This will be proven with Rule  This means one has to nd a renement mapping
f  In order to nd such a mapping the transitions of S

and S
 
are illustrated
in g 	
From g 	 one sees that f should be dened as follows
if v    v   then fs  v  v
v    v   then fs  v  v  fi
The following premises should be valid in order to apply the rule
 S

j s  v     s  t     ft Applying substitution results in
s  v     s  v     and this is valid
 S

j   av  s  v
 
 s     at  s  t
 
 s   ft
Applying substitution results in S

j   a  v    s  v
 
 s   
  a  v    s  v
 
 s   and this is valid
 S

j   i  v    s  v
 
 s    stut
 
ft Because of denition
of stut
 
it su!ces to prove S

j   i  v    s  v
 
 s     
i  s  t
 
 s  t ft Applying substitution results in S
c
j   i  v 
  s  v
 
 s     i  s  v 
 
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 
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 
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 

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 Applying
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j
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c
j true ft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 Conclusion
It is shown that a dense temporal can be devised in which you can express com 
positionality and renement of reactive systems Furthermore a compositional
renement rule can be derived which enables ones to to prove renement of large
reactive systems from proofs of renement between their components In Cau

this rule is extensively used to prove the correctness of an implementation of
stable storage and the correctness of Dijkstras solution to the readerswriters
synchronisation problem
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